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Executive Summary  

Exp Services Inc. (exp) was retained by Bright’s Grove Golf Club Inc. to complete a Phase I 

Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) of the property located at 1992 Estella Street in Bright’s 

Grove, Ontario (Figure 1 – Site Location Plan). This area is, hereinafter referred to as the “Site”. Exp 

understands that Bright’s Grove Golf Club Inc. requires this Phase I ESA for due diligence purposes 

related to potential development of the Site and that a Record of Site Condition is not required at this 

time. 

A Phase I ESA is a systematic qualitative process to assess the environmental condition of a Site 

based on its historical and current uses.  The Phase I ESA was completed in general accordance to 

CSA Standard Z768-01, November 2001.  Subject to this standard of care, exp makes no express or 

implied warranties regarding its services and no third party beneficiaries are intended. Limitation of 

liability, scope of report and third party reliance are outlined in Section 10 of this report. 

The Site is located on the east side of Estella Street, approximately 20 metres south of Bright Street 

and approximately 150 metres south of Lake Huron in the Town of Bright’s Grove, Ontario (Figure 2 – 

Site Plan). The Site is irregular in shape and is approximately 12.54 hectares in area. At the time of 

this investigation the Site was occupied Bright’s Grove Golf Club. The property can be accessed via 

Estella Street to the west.   

Based on a review of historical aerial photographs, historical maps, and other records review, the Site 

was originally developed in the late 1950s when the Site was listed in the Sarnia City Directories as 

Lakeview Golf Club. Prior to the 1950s the Site appeared to be vacant land. The Site is currently 

occupied by Bright’s Grove Golf Club. The surrounding properties initially consisted of vacant 

agricultural land and some residential houses until the 1970s, at which time more residential 

development and a small amount of commercial development was noted in the surrounding area to 

the Site.   Notable surrounding occupants included Petrolia Waterworks and Gibbs Auto.   

Based on the Phase I ESA findings, the potential environmental concerns associated with the Site 

were as follows: 

Areas of Potential 
Environmental 

Concern 

Media and  

Potential 
Contaminants of 

Concern 

Comments 

Site 

Two (2) ASTs for 
gasoline and diesel 
fuel were noted on 
the south side of the 
maintenance building. 

Soil and Groundwater 

Metals, PAHs, VOCs, 
PHCs 

At the time of the Site visit the gasoline and diesel ASTs 
were in good condition with no notable leaks or spills to 
the surrounding environment.  Some minor surficial 
staining was noted on the ground surface in the vicinity of 
the ASTs.  The potential environmental risk associated 
with the ASTs is considered to be low.   
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Areas of Potential 
Environmental 

Concern 

Media and  

Potential 
Contaminants of 

Concern 

Comments 

Potential fill material 
on-Site of unknown 
quality. 

Soil and Groundwater 

Metals, PAHs, VOCs, 
PHCs 

Based on observations made during the Site visit, a 

significant amount of fill is not expected on the Site. Some 

fill was likely imported for Site grading and servicing, 

backfilling of former structures and building construction. 

The risk to the natural environment was considered low. 

The potential environmental risk associated with the 

unknown fill material is considered to be low 

Regulated Building 
Materials 

Air, Soil and 
Groundwater 

Asbestos Containing 
Materials (ACMs), Lead  

Based on the age of the Site buildings (1960s), it was 
considered possible for ACMs to be present on-Site. 
Possible ACMs included ceiling tile, dry wall joint 
compound and floor tiles.  Painted surfaces in the building 
were generally in good condition.  

Surrounding Properties 

No potential environmental concerns were identified.   

Based on the Phase I ESA findings, no further investigative work at the Site is considered warranted 

at this time.  

http://www.exp.com/
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1 Introduction 

Exp Services Inc. (exp) was retained by Bright’s Grove Golf Club Inc. to complete a Phase I 

Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) of the property located at 1992 Estella Street in Bright’s 

Grove, Ontario (Figure 1 – Site Location Plan). This area is, hereinafter referred to as the “Site”. Exp 

understands that Bright’s Grove Golf Club Inc. requires this Phase I ESA for due diligence purposes 

related to potential development of the Site and that a Record of Site Condition is not required at this 

time. 

1.1 Objective 

The objective of this Phase I ESA was to identify potential sources of environmental concern to the 

Site. A Phase I ESA is a systematic qualitative process to assess the environmental condition of a 

Site based on its historical and current uses. The Phase I ESA was completed in general accordance 

to CSA Standard Z768-01, November 2001. Subject to this standard of care, exp makes no express 

or implied warranties regarding its services and no third party beneficiaries are intended.  Limitation of 

liability, scope of report and third party reliance are outlined in Section 10 of this report. 

1.2 Site Description 

The Site is located on the east side of Estella Street, approximately 20 metres south of Bright Street 

and approximately 150 metres south of Lake Huron in the Town of Bright’s Grove, Ontario (Figure 2 – 

Site Plan). The Site is irregular in shape and is approximately 12.54 hectares in area. At the time of 

this investigation the Site was occupied by Bright’s Grove Golf Club. The property can be accessed 

via Estella Street to the west.   

Site photographs taken during the November 20, 2015 Site visit are attached in Appendix A. 

http://www.exp.com/
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2 Scope of Investigation 
 

The scope of work the Phase I ESA consisted of the following activities: 

 Reviewing the historical occupancy of the Site through the use of available archived and 

relevant municipal and business directories, fire insurance plans (FIPs), topographical maps, 

and aerial photographs; 

 Contacting municipal and/or provincial agencies to determine the existence of records of 

environmental regulatory non-compliance, if any, and reviewing such records where 

available; 

 Reviewing available geological maps, well records and utility maps for the vicinity of the Site; 

 Conducting a Site reconnaissance of the Site and Site infrastructure in order to identify the 

presence of actual and/or potential environmental contaminants or concerns of significance; 

 Conducting interviews with designated Site representative(s) as a resource for current and 

historical Site information, as well as to provide exp staff with unrestricted access to all areas 

of the Site and Site buildings; 

 Reviewing the current uses of the Site and any land use practices that may have impacted 

the environmental conditions at the Site; 

 From the Site and publically accessible areas, reviewing the current use of the surrounding 

properties and any land use practices that may have impacted the environmental condition of 

the Site; and, 

 Preparing a report to document the findings. 

In completing the scope of work, exp did not conduct any intrusive investigations, including sampling, 

analyses or monitoring of materials. In addition, general environmental management and 

housekeeping practices were reviewed as part of this assessment insofar as they could impact the 

environmental condition of the property; however, a detailed review of regulatory compliance issues 

was beyond the scope of this investigation. 

Exp personnel who conducted assessment work for this project included Ms. Breanna Abbott and Mr. 

Bob Dufton, P.Geo.  An outline of their qualifications is provided in Section 8. 

http://www.exp.com/
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3 Records Review 

3.1 General 

The Phase I ESA study area consisted of the Site property and the adjacent and surrounding 

properties to a search distance considered appropriate by the QP.   

Based on a review of historical aerial photographs, historical maps, and other records review, the Site 

was originally developed in the late 1950s when the Site was listed in the Sarnia City Directories as 

Lakeview Golf Club. Prior to the 1950s the Site appeared to be vacant land. The Site is currently 

occupied by Bright’s Grove Golf Club. The surrounding properties initially consisted of vacant 

agricultural land and some residential houses until the 1970s, at which time more residential 

development and a small amount of commercial development was noted in the surrounding area to 

the Site.   Notable surrounding occupants included Petrolia Waterworks (190 metres northwest of 

Site) and Gibbs Auto (180 metres west of Site).  

3.2 Aerial Photographs 

Aerial photographs for the Site dated 1961, 1962, 1978, 1984, 1999, 2003 and 2013 were obtained 

from the University of Western Ontario Map Library, the County of Lambton Archives and the County 

of Lambton online GIS site. The aerial photographs were collected in order to review the development 

and land use history of the Site and surrounding area. Copies of selected aerial photographs are 

included in Appendix B. 

The development and land use history of the Site and adjacent properties as depicted on the 

reviewed aerial photographs are summarized below. 

Aerial 
Photograph 

Details 

1961, 1962  The Site was occupied by a golf course. The current club house building 
on the Site was noted in the aerial photo. 

 The surrounding area was of mainly agricultural and residential land use.  

1978, 1984  The structure used as the maintenance building was present on the Site.  

 An increase in residential development was occurring to the east and 
west of the Site.  

 Some commercial development was noted to the far southwest at 
Waterworks Road and Lakeshore Road.   

1999  No significant changes were noted on the Site 

 Increasing residential development was noted on the adjacent lands to 
the east, and new commercial development was occurring to the 
southwest along Lakeshore Road and Waterworks Road.  

2003, 2013  The Site and surrounding properties appeared as they do currently.   

http://www.exp.com/
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3.3 Fire Insurance Plans 

A search of Canadian Underwriter's Association Fire Insurance Plans (FIPs) of the general area was 

completed at the J.J. Tallman Regional Collections Library at the University of Western Ontario.  The 

search indicated that no FIPs were available for Bright’s Grove.   

3.4 City Directories 

Available City of Sarnia Property Use Directories dated between 1957 and 2013 (latest available 

directories) were reviewed at the City of Sarnia Public Library in approximately 5 year intervals in 

order to identify the historical occupancy of the Site and surrounding properties. The table below 

summarizes the historical occupants of the Site. 

Direction 
from Site 

Address Occupants Years Listed 

SITE 1992 Estella Street  Bright’s Grove Golf Club 

Crabbie’s Golf Club 

Lakeview Golf Club 

2013 

1962 – 1997  

1957  

The table below summarizes the occupants of surrounding properties that may pose an 

environmental risk to the Site. 

Approx. 
Distance / 
Direction 
From Site 

Address Occupants Years Listed 

180 metres 
west 

6568 Waterworks Road Gibbs Auto 

Jerrys Shell Service Gas Station 

1987 – 2013  

1972  

190 metres 
northwest 

2701 Lakeshore Road (now 
Old Lakeshore Rd) 

Petrolia Waterworks 1957 – 2013  

3.5 Previous Reports 

A Phase II ESA and geotechnical investigation were completed in conjunction with the current Phase 

I ESA at 1992 Estella Street. The pertinent information from the reports is summarized below: 

 Exp Services Inc. “Geotechnical Investigation, Residential Development, Bright’s Grove, 

ON”. exp project number LON00014318GE, November, 2015. The following are the 

significant conclusions resulting from the completion of the geotechnical investigation: 

o Seventeen (17) boreholes were advanced on the subject Site in November of 2015 to 

completion depths between 3.5 and 6.6 metres below ground surface (bgs). Three 

(3) of the boreholes were completed as monitoring wells.  

o The soil stratigraphy, as observed in the boreholes, generally consisted of topsoil 

overlying sand, silty sand and/or silty clay, overlying peat, overlying clayey silt till.  

o The groundwater depth as measured in the monitoring wells was between 1.6 and 

2.3 metres bgs and appeared to indicate a groundwater flow direction to the south. 

http://www.exp.com/
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3.6 Chain of Title 

A chain of title review was not completed for the Site at this time, as the Site history was established 

using historical information available from other sources. 

3.7 Regulatory Requests 

The appropriate regulatory agencies at the provincial and municipal levels were contacted to obtain 

information regarding environmental permits, past or pending environmental control orders or 

complaints, outstanding environmental regulatory non-compliance issues and Sewer Use By-Law 

infractions. Exp did not identify the need to contact any federal agencies. 

3.7.1 Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change  

A request for information was submitted to the Ontario Ministry of the Environment and Climate 

Change (MOECC) Freedom of Information, Protection of Privacy Office for information in their files 

regarding the Site that pertain to any Environmental Concerns, Orders and Spills. A copy of the 

request and returned information is included in Appendix C. 

A response was received from the MOECC regarding the Site in January of 2016. According to the 

MOECC the Site was registered as a hazardous waste generator of waste oils and lubricants. Also, 

included with the package received from the MOECC was a Pesticide Operator Exterminator 

Inspection Report. The report indicated that various Class 9 pesticides are utilized at the Site and a 

few minor actions were required to be taken based on the results of the inspection in order for the 

Site to be in compliance with O.Reg.63/09. The pertinent actions to this Phase I ESA included: 

- Installation of back flow device on water sources being used for mixing with pesticides, and; 

- Used pesticide containers should be disposed of by appropriate handler versus being thrown 

in garbage.  

The response from the MOECC also contained a Permit to Take Water Inspection Report. 

3.7.2 Technical Standards and Safety Authority 

The Technical Standards and Safety Authority (TSSA) is the Provincial regulatory agency responsible 

for overseeing the storage of fuels in Ontario. As such, the TSSA maintains a database 

(approximately 1987 to present) of all registered fuel storage tanks in Ontario. TSSA’s Public 

Information Services were contacted via email on December 2, 2015 regarding fuel storage tanks and 

spills on the Site. Ms. Sarah Quibell of TSSA informed exp that TSSA had no records of tanks at the 

Site. 

3.7.3 County of Lambton Municipal Records 

The County of Lambton Planning Department was contacted pertaining to environmental issues and 

occurrences such as complaints, spills, infractions of regulations, permits for the Site.  A copy of the 

request letter is provided in Appendix C.  At the time of this report, a response from the County of 

Lambton is yet to be received. 

http://www.exp.com/
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3.8 Maps  

The following maps were reviewed: 

 Topographic Maps dated 1909, 1966, and 1982 

 "Susceptibility of Groundwater to Contamination” MOE, Map S115 Bright’s Grove Sheet. 

 "Bedrock Geology of Ontario, Southern Sheet," Ontario Geological Survey, Map 2544.  Scale 
1: 1,000,000 Issued 1991. 

The review of these maps indicated the following: 

 The review of the topographic maps indicated that the Site is relatively flat. The southern 
portion of the Site appears to slope gently towards Cow Creek (located on the Site’s south 
border), while the north portion of the Site appears to slop gently towards Lake Huron (150 
metres north of Site).  Cow Creek discharges into Lake Huron. Local topography generally 
slopes to the north towards Lake Huron. 

 The historical maps showed that the Site and surrounding area was mainly agricultural and 
residential land until prior to the 1960s when the Site is shown as a golf course.   

 According to MOE Map S115, the Site is located in an area that has a high susceptibility to 
contamination, where surficial materials consist of thin, highly permeable glaciolacustrine 
silts, sands and gravels.  

 According to the Bedrock Geology of Ontario, Southern Sheet the bedrock in the general 
area was part of the Upper Devonian era consisting of shale of the Kettle Point Formation. 

Copies of the reviewed historical topographic maps are included in Appendix D. 

3.9 Company Records 

A copy of the water well record for the potable water well located on the Site was provided to exp. No 

other company records were reviewed by exp at the time of this investigation. 

3.10 Environmental Source Information 

Environmental source information includes documents published by the MOE and online databases 

maintained by the MOE. These documents and databases were reviewed to determine if waste 

disposal, coal tar, coal gasification, PCB storage sites or sites that generate hazardous wastes were 

located on or in the immediate vicinity of the Site. The review of the Environmental source information 

is provided below. 

3.10.1 Waste Disposal Sites 

The MOE maintains an inventory of all known active and closed waste disposal sites in Ontario.  The 

review of Waste Disposal Site Inventory published by the MOE indicated the following: 

 The Site was not identified as a former waste disposal facility; 
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 nor were neighbouring properties within the Phase I ESA study area; 

 No active waste disposal MOE Hazardous Waste sites were identified within a 1 km radius of 
the Site. 

3.10.2 Inventory of Industrial Sites Producing or Using Coal Tar and Related 
Tars in Ontario 

This inventory (Volumes 1 & 2) was published by the MOECC in November 1988 to document the 

industrial facilities in Ontario that produced or used coal tar and other related tars. The information 

included in this inventory includes: facility type, size, land use, soil condition, site 

operators/occupants, site description, and potential environmental impacts.  A review of these 

documents revealed the following: 

 The Site was not listed in the inventory; and, 

 No other facilities within 1 km of the Site were listed in the inventory 

3.10.3 Inventory of Coal Gasification Plant Waste Site in Ontario 

This inventory (Volumes 1 & 2) was published by the MOECC in April 1987 and provided a 

preliminary assessment of potential environmental impacts of manufactured gas plant waste site in 

the Province of Ontario.  A review of these documents revealed the following: 

 The Site was not listed in the inventory; and, 

 No other facilities within 1 km of the Site were listed in the inventory 

3.10.4 Ontario Inventory of PCB Storage Sites 

The MOE maintains an inventory of all known PCB storage sites in Ontario.  The review of the 

Ontario MOE Inventory of PCB Storage Sites in Ontario (2004) indicated the following: 

 The Site was not registered as a PCB storage Site nor were any of the neighbouring 
properties. 

3.10.5 Hazardous Waste Information Network (HWIN) 

The review of the Ontario Regulation 347 Waste Generators Summary (HWIN) identifies companies 

listed as waste generators and/or receivers. An online search was conducted on Dec 1, 2015. Search 

parameters included names of surrounding businesses, street names and city names and were 

contained to the Site and surrounding properties within 250m. 

 The Site was not identified in the HWIN database, nor were any of the neighbouring 

properties.  

Though the Site was not found during the online search on Dec 1, 2015, the Freedom of Information 

Act response from the MOECC indicated that the Site was registered as a generator of waste oils and 

lubricants. Exp searched the generator number (ON4447036) in the HWIN historical database, which 

indicated the Site was listed as a generator of waste oils and lubricants in the years 2005 and 2012.  

http://www.exp.com/
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3.10.6 Record of Site Condition 

A Record of Site Condition (RSC) summarizes the environmental conditions of a property as 

determined by a qualified person (QP) by conducting a Phase I ESA, a Phase II ESA and where 

necessary, confirmatory sampling and risk assessment. Upon completion of the necessary 

environmental Site assessments, a RSC for an assessed property can be filed with the MOE and 

added to the Environmental Brownfields Site Registry database. This online, publically available 

database can be searched to identify what properties may have potential environmental concerns. 

A search of the MOE’s Environmental Brownfields Site Registry database was completed on Dec 1, 

2015: 

 No RSC was found for the Site.  

 No other RSCs were found for the immediate surrounding properties. 

3.11 Utility Company Records  

No utility company records were reviewed at the time of this Phase I ESA. 

3.12 Public Health Concerns 

No public health concerns were identified at the time of exp’s Phase I ESA. 
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4 Interviews 

Interviews were conducted by exp with the individuals identified to be the most knowledgeable about 

both the current and historical Site uses. The interviews were conducted in order to obtain information 

to assist in identifying areas of potential environmental concern and identify details of potentially 

contaminating activities or potential contaminant pathways, in, on or below the Site. The following 

individuals were available to be interviewed during the Phase I ESA Site visit: 

 Mr. Jay Peters, co-owner of Bright’s Grove Golf Club Inc., and; 

 Mr. Chris Tyler, Maintenance Crew Manager for Bright’s Grove Golf Club.  
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5 Site Reconnaissance 

Ms. Breanna Abbott of exp conducted the Site visit on November 20, 2015 in accordance with exp’s 

internal health and safety protocols and with the Ministry of Labour health and safety regulations.  

The purpose of the Site visit was to assess the current conditions of the Site. 

The general environmental management and housekeeping practices at the Site were reviewed as 

part of this assessment insofar as they could impact the environmental condition of the property; 

however, a detailed review of regulatory compliance issues was beyond the scope of exp’s 

investigation. 

The Site and the adjoining properties were observed from the Site and/or publically accessible areas.  

Photographs documenting the Site visit are included in Appendix A. 

5.1 Site 

5.1.1 Property Use 

At the time of exp’s Site visit, the Site was occupied by the Bright’s Grove Golf Club. The golf club 

consisted of nine (9) playing holes, a club house, a maintenance shed, and an asphalt parking area.  

5.1.2 Buildings and Structures 

The Site was occupied by a two (2) single storey buildings. The club house building had a small 

basement and appeared to have been constructed in the early 1960s with an addition added to the 

north side at a point unknown. The club house building also included two (2) residential apartments. 

The interior of the club house consisted of wood, ceramic and vinyl tile flooring, wood and drywall 

walls and ceiling and some ceiling tile. The exterior of the club house was a combination of brick and 

siding with a pitched asphalt shingle roof.  The maintenance building was aluminum, wood and 

concrete block structure with concrete floor and a pitched aluminum roof.  The maintenance shed is 

believed to have been constructed in the 1970s. 

5.1.3 Limitations at the Site 

No observations were made behind walls, above ceilings, under flooring, on rooftops, or otherwise 

inaccessible areas at the time of exp’s Site visit. Exp was unable to view the interior of the residential 

apartments attached to the clubhouse building.  

5.1.4 Chemical Inventory, Storage and Handling 

No evidence of significant chemical inventory, storage or evidence of chemical handling was 

observed at the time of the Site visit. Small quantities of domestic cleaning and disinfecting supplies, 

and some golf cart and turf care equipment chemicals were noted on-Site.  These materials appeared 

to be sealed and stored in an orderly manner.  
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5.1.5 Storage Tanks and Containers 

The presence/absence and condition (if present) of Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) and 

Aboveground Storage Tanks (ASTs) at the Site were assessed during the Site visit. No evidence (i.e., 

Vent or fill pipes) of USTs were observed during exp’s Site visit. Two (2) ASTs for gasoline and 

diesel fuel were noted on the south side of the maintenance building. The ASTs were both 1,100 litres 

in capacity and were manufactured in 2007. The ASTs were in good condition.  

5.1.6 Special Attention Substances 

5.1.6.1 Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) 

The manufacture of PCBs in North America was prohibited under the Toxic Substances Control Act 

(1977).  Their use as a constituent of new products manufactured in or imported into Canada was 

prohibited by regulations in 1977 and 1980.  As such, sites developed or significantly renovated after 

1980 are unlikely to have PCBs-containing equipment on the Site.  Potential equipment, which could 

contain PCBs include fluorescent mercury and sodium vapour light ballasts, oil filled capacitors and 

transformers.  A review of the Site was conducted to evaluate the potential presence of PCBs-

containing equipment in use or stored at the Site. 

Any electrical equipment containing PCBs must be disposed in accordance with Ontario Regulation 

362 when it is removed from service. Ongoing operation of equipment containing PCBs is 

permissible. 

Fluorescent light fixtures were noted throughout the Site buildings at the time of exp’s Site visit. 

Based on the age of the Site buildings (1960s and 1970s), it was considered possible for PCBs to be 

present within original light ballasts on the Site.  

5.1.6.2 Asbestos-Containing Materials (ACMs) 

Asbestos-containing materials (ACMs) are fibrous hydrated silicates, and can be found in building 

materials as either "unbound" or "bound" asbestos. Friable asbestos refers to materials where the 

asbestos fibres can be separated from the material with which it is associated.  Non-Friable asbestos 

refers to asbestos, which is associated with a binding agent (such as tar or cement).  Friable 

asbestos is commonly found in boiler and pipe insulation.  Non-Friable asbestos is typically found in 

roofing tars, floor and ceiling tiles, and asbestos-containing cement. 

ACMs in the workplace are defined as a Designated Substance under the Ontario Occupational 

Health and Safety Act (OHSA).  Under OHSA, persons in the workplace are required to be notified of 

the presence of ACMs once they are suspected to be present, and if there is a potential for workers to 

be exposed.  The use of ACMs was discontinued in Canada in the late 1970s/early 1980s, although 

in some instances asbestos containing materials can still be found in recently constructed buildings. 

Based on the age of the Site buildings (1960s and 1970s), it was considered possible for ACMs to be 

present on-Site. Potential ACMs noted during exp’s Site visit included vinyl floor tile, ceiling tile and 

drywall joint compound.  Exp did not conduct any sampling for designated substances as part of this 

Phase I ESA investigation. 
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5.1.6.3 Ozone Depleting Substances (ODSs) 

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) often referred to as Freons, ceased production in Canada in 1993 as a 

result of their ozone-depleting characteristics.  Importation of CFCs into Canada ceased in 1997 and 

a total ban on their use is proposed for 2030.  The use of these materials is still permitted in existing 

equipment, but equipment must be serviced by a licensed contractor such that CFCs are contained 

and not released to the environment during servicing or operation. 

Under the management of a licensed contractor, the subject systems do not represent a significant 

threat to human health or the environment.  However, if present, CFCs will require replacement by 

2020 and as such consideration should be given to future phase out programs. 

The club house building is cooled by a pad mounted air conditioning unit and contains several 

refrigerators and beverage coolers. Maintenance of refrigerant containing equipment should be 

completed in compliance with Ontario Regulation 189/94 by a licensed refrigeration contractor. The 

equipment should only be repaired, removed, or serviced by an appropriately licensed contractor. 

5.1.6.4 Lead 

Lead has frequently been used in oil-based paints, roofing materials, cornices, tank linings, electrical 

conduits and soft solders for tinplate and plumbing.  The use of lead-based paints (LBPs) was phased 

out circa 1976.  Paint that was produced or used between 1976 and 1980 may contain small amounts 

of lead.  Paint that was produced or used prior to 1950 may contain high levels of lead.  The main 

concern regarding lead paint is its potential to become lead dust or chips either through deterioration 

and/or mechanical means (i.e., sanding, abrasion, etc.).  Exposure to lead dust or chips occurs by 

ingestion or inhalation. 

Based on the age of the Site building (1960s), the presence of LBPs within the Site building was 

considered possible.  The painted surfaces observed within the building at the time of exp’s Site visit 

were in good condition. 

5.1.6.5 Urea Formaldehyde Foam Insulation (UFFI) 

UFFI was formerly sprayed into cavities of walls and above ceilings as an insulating material.  UFFI 

has been discontinued from commercial use since the early 1980s. 

No evidence of UFFI was noted during exp’s Site visit. 

5.1.6.6 Mercury 

Mercury was used in some batteries, light bulbs, old paints, thermostats, old mirrors, etc.  Based on 

an investigation by Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada, and an assessment of potential health 

risks by Health and Welfare Canada, in 1991 the decision was made to eliminate the use of mercury 

compounds in indoor latex paints.  The Canadian Paint and Coatings Association (CPCA) supported 

the withdrawal and all Canadian manufacturers and formulators of the preservative voluntarily agreed 

to remove “interior uses” from their product labels. 
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Based on the age of the Site building (1960s), the presence of mercury based paints and mercury 

containing thermostats within the Site building was considered possible. The painted surfaces 

observed on the interior of the building at the time of exp’s Site visit were in good condition. 

5.1.6.7 Mould 

Mould is found in the natural environment and is required for the breakdown of plant debris such as 

leaves and wood. Mould spores are found in the air in both the indoor and outdoor environments. In 

order for mould to grow it requires a food source (i.e. gypsum wallboard, carpets, wallpaper, wood, 

etc.) and moist conditions. Mould can have an impact on human health depending on the species and 

concentration of the mould. Health effects can include allergies and mucous membrane irritation. 

Currently there are no regulations governing mould; however, there are several guidelines addressing 

mould assessments and abatement. At the moment the industry standards include the Canadian 

Construction Association (CCA) document 82-2004 titled “Mould guidelines for the Canadian 

construction industry” and the Environmental Abatement Council of Ontario (EACO) guidelines titled 

“EACO Mould Abatement Guidelines, Edition 2 (2010)”. 

It is important to note that the Ontario Ministry of Labour (MOL) has governed protecting workers 

under the Occupational Health and Safety Act, which states that employers are required to take every 

precaution reasonable to protect their workers. This includes protecting workers from mould within 

workplace buildings. 

No evidence of mould was noted in the areas observed by exp during the Site visit.  

5.1.6.8 Radon 

Radon is a colourless, odourless, radioactive gas that occurs naturally in the environment. It comes 

from the natural breakdown of uranium in soils and rocks.  Exposure to high levels of radon increases 

the risk of developing lung cancer. This relationship has prompted concern that radon levels in some 

Canadian buildings may pose a health risk.  Radon gas can move through small spaces in the soil 

and rock and seep into a building through cracks in concrete, sumps, joints and basement drains. 

Concrete-block walls are particularly porous to radon and radon trapped in water from wells can be 

released into the air when the water is used. 

Due to the potential health concerns associated with radon, Health Canada released a guideline in 

June 2007 for a maximum acceptable level of radon gas of 200 becquerels per cubic metre (Bq/m3).  

Where radon gas is present and the annual radon concentration exceeds 200 Bq/m3 in the normal 

occupancy area, Health Canada recommends taking the necessary actions to reduce radon levels.  

Based on the overburden and bedrock materials underlying the Site, it is unlikely that radon gas 

emissions would be a concern. However, the presence of Radon at the Site can only be determined 

by actual testing which was beyond the scope-of-work for this assessment. 

5.1.6.9 Other Substances 

No other special attention substances (such as acrylonitrile or isocyanates) were suspected to be 

present at the Site at the time of this Phase I ESA. 
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5.1.7 Unidentified Substances 

No unidentified substances were present at the Site at the time of this Phase I ESA. 

5.1.8 Drains and Sumps 

No sump pumps or floor drains was observed at the time of exp’s Site visit.   

5.1.9 Building Heating and Cooling Systems 

The Site building is serviced by natural gas.  The club house building is heated by a forced air natural 

gas heater and cooled by a pad mounted air conditioning unit. The maintenance building contains no 

heating or cooling.   

5.1.10 Mechanical Equipment 

Various pieces of turf care equipment were observed at the time of exp’s Site visit. 

5.1.11 Air Emissions 

Air emissions in Ontario are regulated under the Environmental Protection Act (EPA) and its 

Regulations (O. Reg. 419/05, O. Reg. 245/11). Owners and operators of activities that may discharge 

a contaminant into the natural environment must seek approval from the Ministry of the Environment 

(ministry) to carry out these activities.  As of October 31, 2011 amendments to the EPA resulted in a 

two path environmental approval process, the Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) and 

Environmental Activity and Sector Registry (EASR).  The EASR allows businesses to register certain 

activities with the ministry, rather than apply for approvals. The EASR is for common systems and 

processes, currently for heating systems, standby power systems and automotive refinishing, to 

which preset rules of operation can be applied.  Unless explicitly exempted, most industrial processes 

or modification to industrial processes and equipment require an ECA, formerly a Certificate of 

Approval (Air and Noise).  Retroactive approval should be sought for equipment installed and 

unchanged between 1972 and June 29th, 1988 when the requirement for a Certificate of Approval 

was added to the EPA.  The EPA provides a list of specific equipment and conditions, which are 

exempt from approval requirements (i.e. fuel burning equipment for comfort heating in a building 

using natural gas or number 2 fuel oil at a rate of less than 1.5 million kilojoules per hour 

[BTU/hour]).  No significant air emissions were identified during the Site visit.  However, EASR 

registration may be required for combustion equipment, as the heating equipment may exceed a rate 

of more than 1.5 million kilojoules per hour.  

Based on the findings of this investigation, neither an ECA or EASR are expected to be required for 

air emissions at the Site. 

5.1.12 Odour and Noise 

No chemical or other significant odours were detected during the Site visit. No excessive noise was 

detected at the Site during the Site visit. 
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5.1.13 Sewage and Wastewater Disposal 

The Site is serviced by municipal sewer systems.  

5.1.14 Liquid Chemical Waste Generation, Storage & Disposal 

No liquid chemical waste is currently being produced on-Site. 

5.1.15 Solid Waste Generation, Storage & Disposal 

Solid waste currently being generated on-Site mainly consists of general domestic garbage, and 

recycling. The waste is disposed of on an as needed basis by Marcott Disposal.  

5.1.16 Topographic, Geologic and Hydrogeologic Conditions 

The review of the topographic maps indicated that the Site is relatively flat. The southern portion of 

the Site appears to slope gently towards Cow Creek (located on the Site’s south border), while the 

north portion of the Site appears to slop gently towards Lake Huron (150 metres north of Site).  Cow 

Creek discharges into Lake Huron. Local topography generally slopes to the north towards Lake 

Huron. 

In general, it is expected that the shallow groundwater flow in the area of the Site is to the south 

towards Cow Creek. The actual groundwater flow direction can only be determined by long term 

groundwater elevation investigation in the area. The groundwater flow direction may also be 

influenced by utility trenches and other subsurface structures and may migrate in the bedding stone 

of nearby subsurface utility trenches. 

5.1.16.1 Water Courses, Ditches and Site Drainage 

Cow Creek traverses the south boundary of the Site in an east/west direction. Cow Creek eventually 

discharges into Lake Huron.  

5.1.17 Abandoned and Existing Wells 

No abandoned or existing wells were observed on the Site.  

5.1.18 Fill Material 

Based on observations made during the Site visit, a significant amount of fill is not expected on the 

Site. Some fill was likely imported for Site grading and servicing, backfilling of former structures and 

building construction.   

5.1.19 Stained Materials 

A small amount of surface staining was observed on the gravel near the gasoline and diesel ASTs. 

No other significant staining was observed during the Site visit.  
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5.1.20 Stressed Vegetation 

No stressed vegetation was observed during the Site visit. 

5.1.21 Roads, Parking Facilities and Right of Ways 

The Site is bound and accessible by Estella Street to the west and is also accessible via Robert 

Street to the north.  

5.1.22 Pits and Lagoons 

No pits or lagoons were observed during the Site visit. 

5.1.23 Other Issues 

No other issues were identified during this Phase I ESA. 

5.2 Neighbouring Properties 

The condition of the adjoining and neighbouring properties was observed at the time of exp’s Site 

visit. The surrounding properties were developed mainly for commercial and industrial land uses. The 

following neighbouring properties were observed at the time of exp’s site visit: 

North: Residential homes and cottages, Kenwick Park. 

South:  Cow Creek, Lakeshore Road and agricultural land. 

East:  Residential homes and cottages, Cow Creek  

West:  Residential homes and cottages  

In general, the adjacent and surrounding properties appeared to be relatively well kept with no 

obvious issues of environmental concern noted at present time.   
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6 Conclusions 

Based on the Phase I ESA findings, the potential environmental concerns associated with the Site 

were as follows: 

Areas of Potential 
Environmental 

Concern 

Media and  

Potential 
Contaminants of 

Concern 

Comments 

Site 

Two (2) ASTs for 
gasoline and diesel 
fuel were noted on 
the south side of the 
maintenance building. 

Soil and Groundwater 

Metals, PAHs, VOCs, 
PHCs 

At the time of the Site visit the gasoline and diesel ASTs 
were in good condition with no notable leaks or spills to 
the surrounding environment.  Some minor surficial 
staining was noted on the ground surface in the vicinity of 
the ASTs.  The potential environmental risk associated 
with the ASTs is considered to be low.   

Potential fill material 
on-Site of unknown 
quality. 

Soil and Groundwater 

Metals, PAHs, VOCs, 
PHCs 

Based on observations made during the Site visit, a 

significant amount of fill is not expected on the Site. Some 

fill was likely imported for Site grading and servicing, 

backfilling of former structures and building construction. 

The risk to the natural environment was considered low. 

The potential environmental risk associated with the 

unknown fill material is considered to be low 

Regulated Building 
Materials 

Air, Soil and 
Groundwater 

Asbestos Containing 
Materials (ACMs), Lead  

Based on the age of the Site buildings (1960s), it was 
considered possible for ACMs to be present on-Site. 
Possible ACMs included ceiling tile, dry wall joint 
compound and floor tiles.  Painted surfaces in the building 
were generally in good condition.  

Surrounding Properties 

No potential environmental concerns were identified.   
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7 Recommendations 

Based on the Phase I ESA findings, no further investigative work at the Site is considered warranted 

at this time.   
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8 Qualifications of Assessors 

The records review and Site visit were conducted by Ms. Breanna Abbott, who has been trained to 

conduct Phase I ESAs in accordance with the CSA Standard.  Miss Abbott obtained her Diploma in 

Earth Resources Technology from Fleming College in 2011.   

The report review was conducted by by Mr. Bob Dufton, H.B.Sc., P.Geo., Senior Environmental 

Scientist with exp Services Inc. Mr. Dufton obtained his Honour’s Bachelor of Science degree from 

the University of Western Ontario, in 1991.  Mr. Dufton is a highly qualified Professional Geoscientist 

with several years of diverse hands-on experience in environmental site assessment, environmental 

auditing, remediation of contaminated sites, technical specification preparation, contract 

documentation and administration and project management.  Mr. Dufton is a member of the 

Association of Professional Geoscientists of Ontario. Mr Dufton has supervised and managed 

numerous environmental assessment and remedial / decommissioning projects.  In addition, Mr. 

Dufton has designed and implemented various remedial technologies such as excavation, soil vapour 

extraction, and pump and treat to mitigate risks at contaminated sites. 

Exp Services Inc. Is a full service consulting and engineering firm and provides a full range of 

environmental services through the Environmental Services Group. Exp's Environmental Services 

Group has developed a strong working relationship with clients in both the private and public sectors 

and has developed a positive relationship with the Ontario Ministry of the Environment.  Personnel in 

the numerous branch offices form part of a large network of full-time dedicated environmental 

professionals in the exp organization. 
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10 Limitations and Use of Report 
BASIS OF REPORT 

This report (“Report”) is based on site conditions known or inferred by the investigation undertaken as of the date 
of the Report. Should changes occur which potentially impact the condition of the site the recommendations of 
exp may require re-evaluation. Where special concerns exist, or the Client has special considerations or 
requirements, these should be disclosed to exp to allow for additional or special investigations to be undertaken 

not otherwise within the scope of investigation conducted for the purpose of the Report. 

Where applicable, recommended field services are the minimum necessary to ascertain that construction is 
being carried out in general conformity with building code guidelines, generally accepted practices and exp’s 
recommendations. Any reduction in the level of services recommended will result in exp providing qualified 
opinions regarding the adequacy of the work.  Exp can assist design professionals or contractors retained by the 

Client to review applicable plans, drawings, and specifications as they relate to the Report or to conduct field 
reviews during construction. 

 

RELIANCE ON INFORMATION PROVIDED 

The evaluation and conclusions contained in the Report are based on conditions in evidence at the time of site 
inspections and information provided to exp by the Client and others. The Report has been prepared for the 

specific site, development, building, design or building assessment objectives and purpose as communicated by 
the Client.  Exp has relied in good faith upon such representations, information and instructions and accepts no 

responsibility for any deficiency, misstatement or inaccuracy contained in the Report as a result of any 
misstatements, omissions, misrepresentation or fraudulent acts of persons providing information. Unless 
specifically stated otherwise, the applicability and reliability of the findings, recommendations, suggestions or 
opinions expressed in the Report are only valid to the extent that there has been no material alteration to or 
variation from any of the information provided to exp. If new information about the environmental conditions at 
the Site is found, the information should be provided to exp so that it can be reviewed and revisions to the 

conclusions and/or recommendations can be made, if warranted. 

 

STANDARD OF CARE 

The Report has been prepared in a manner consistent with the degree of care and skill exercised by engineering 
consultants currently practicing under similar circumstances and locale.  No other warranty, expressed or 
implied, is made. Unless specifically stated otherwise, the Report does not contain environmental consulting 
advice. 

 

COMPLETE REPORT 

All documents, records, data and files, whether electronic or otherwise, generated as part of this assignment 
form part of the Report. This material includes, but is not limited to, the terms of reference given to exp by the 
Client, communications between exp and the Client, other reports, proposals or documents prepared by exp for 

the Client in connection with the site described in the Report. In order to properly understand the suggestions, 
recommendations and opinions expressed in the Report, reference must be made to the Report in its entirety. 
Exp is not responsible for use by any party of portions of the Report. 

 

USE OF REPORT 

The information and opinions expressed in the Report, or any document forming part of the Report, are for the 
sole benefit of the Client.  No other party may use or rely upon the Report in whole or in part without the written 
consent of exp.  Any use of the Report, or any portion of the Report, by a third party are the sole responsibility of 
such third party.  Exp is not responsible for damages suffered by any third party resulting from unauthorised use 

of the Report. 
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REPORT FORMAT 

Where exp has submitted both electronic file and a hard copy of the Report, or any document forming part of the 

Report, only the signed and sealed hard copy shall be the original documents for record and working purposes. 
In the event of a dispute or discrepancy, the hard copy shall govern.  Electronic files transmitted by exp utilize 
specific software and hardware systems.  Exp makes no representation about the compatibility of these files with 

the Client’s current or future software and hardware systems.  Regardless of format, the documents described 
herein are exp’s instruments of professional service and shall not be altered without the written consent of exp. 

We trust this report satisfies your immediate requirements.  If you have any questions regarding the information 
in this report, please do not hesitate to contact this office. 

 
exp Services Inc. 
 
                                              
               

          

Breanna Abbott 
Environmental Technologist 
Environmental Division 

Bob Dufton, H.B.Sc., P.Geo., QPESA 
Senior Project Scientist 
Environmental Division 
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Photograph 1 Northeast facing view of Site 

building 

 
Photograph 2 South facing view of Site  

 
Photograph 3 North facing view of Site 

 
Photograph 4 Interior of dining area in club house 

 
Photograph 5 Interior of Kitchen in clubhouse  

 
Photograph 6 Turf maintenance machine in 

maintenance shed 
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Photograph 7 Golf carts in maintenance shed 

 
Photograph 8 Used oil in maintenance shed 

 
Photograph 9 Diesel staining on grass by ASTs 

 
Photograph 10 Neighbouring properties to 

northeast 
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2013 Aerial photograph 
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15701 Robin’s Hill Road, London, ON  N5V 0A5, Canada 
T: +1.519.963.3000  F: +1.519.963.1152    www.exp.com 

 

December 2, 2015 

 

 

Dave Posliff  

County of Lambton Planning and Development Services 

789 Broadway Street, Box 3000 

Wyoming, ON 

N0N 1T0 

 

 

Re: Project No.: LON-00014318-EN  Project Name: 1992 Estella Street, Bright’s Grove, ON 

 

Phase I Environmental Site Assessment 

 

 

Dear Mr. Posliff : 

 

We are currently conducting a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment at 1992 Estella Street, Bright’s 

Grove, Ontario (currently occupied by Bright’s Grove Golf Club).  As part of this investigation we are 

required to check with the County of Lambton for any records you might have for the Site and 

surrounding area (250 metre radius from Site) pertaining to environmental issues and occurrences such 

as complaints, spills, infractions of regulations, permits, etc.  I would also be thankful for any site 

drawings you might have on file.  If you have any questions please feel free to contact me at any time at 

breanna.abbott@exp.com or (519) 963 3000.  

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Breanna Abbott 

Environmental Technologist 
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